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Chapter 9

The difficulty of nephew Batu's operation is that the broken femur is a little severe, the
vital signs are unstable, and he has entered a state of shock. Lao Chen didn't dare to
take over. He should have done well. If he died on the operating table in an accident,
he would cause great disaster. The Batu family has great influence in Quark County,
and the public security, procuratorial and judicial organs have relatives and friends. In
addition to being timid and petty, Lao Chen is also a good man. After entering the
operating room, he took the initiative to do preoperative preparations and asked Zhang
Fan to study X-rays.

Shi Lei used to show Zhang Fan the shelf of a deputy director. Halfway through the
operation, Shi Lei looked at it and said, "Mr. Zhang is still used to living in Quark
county. There is more beef and mutton here. That day, I asked my wife to cook braised
meat at home. My brothers are good to drink two cups." Shi Lei can surpass tuxun as
deputy director with his qualifications as a leader, that is, he can be a man.

Zhang Fan was stunned when the deputy director called him Mr. Zhang. He hurriedly
said, "how can director Shi call me a teacher? My face is red. It's too troublesome for
my sister-in-law to cook."

"What's the trouble? Your sister-in-law likes to cook a meal. She's afraid she can't
cook well. Mr. Zhang is really polite. You were very good in college. I also studied in
the provincial hospital. I don't think the doctor there is as good as Mr. Zhang. It's really
not easy for you to come to our hospital. "

"During the internship, the teachers dare to let go and have more opportunities to
exercise. I can compare with other doctors." Shi Lei boasted that Zhang Fan's face was
hot for a while, and he was embarrassed to open his mouth.

"Doctor Zhang, do you have a partner? I think other college students are a pair. You
came alone. " Ma Lihua looked at the smooth operation and began to tease Zhang Fan.
Who makes Zhang Fan a wonderful flower in the sprouting department.

"Sister Ma, I'm alone. I'm not in a hurry." This is a pain in Zhang Fan's heart. When he
was a sophomore, he also pursued a work study girl with the student union. As soon as
he confessed, people asked Zhang Fan if he had any money to open a house. Since
then, Zhang Fan also put out the idea of pairing. Although others said it unkindly, it



was the truth.

"Let me introduce one to you. I have a cousin who has been admitted to the court this
year. She is very beautiful. How do you get to know each other? "

"Let's ask Mr. Zhang if he will steal pork in the future. Haha "before Zhang Fan spoke,
Shi Lei said that everyone began to laugh. Ma Lihua was right when she thought about
it. Then he laughed.

The head nurse in the operating room saw that everyone had a good atmosphere of
talking and laughing, indicating that the operation was very successful. She slipped out
of the operating room. Batu is outside the operating room with his brother and
sister-in-law and a group of relatives. The department director who is not on duty is
with Batu. Everyone didn't talk much, especially Batu walked around anxiously. He
was in a bad mood, and everyone dared not touch him. They all stood not far or near.

"You are lucky and bitter!" Batu saw the smiling head nurse and put his heart in his
stomach. The operation was not smooth. With ten courage, she didn't dare to come out
with a smile like this.

”The operation was very successful. Dr. Zhang, they are coming out soon. They are
sewing the skin. I'm afraid you'll come out first if you're worried“

”Okay, okay! Thank you very much“ Brother Batu held the head nurse's hand and was
so excited that he was almost crying. His sister-in-law was soft with joy and cried like
a child holding the head nurse's leg. All beings are equal before life and death, whether
you are a senior official or a civilian. Their family has prepared for the worst, and the
Lama has invited them. Now the head nurse comes out and says nothing.

”All right, brother and sister-in-law, keep your voice down. The operation inside is not
over yet. Our family members should not interfere with the doctors inside“ The head
nurse looked at Batu awkwardly. Batu picked up his sister-in-law and said, "everyone
is quiet," that's it! Everybody stop arguing. Xiao Wang hurried to get some cigarettes
and wine from the car. It's really troublesome for doctors and nurses today“ His
brother is the head of the Education Bureau. Usually there are many good cigarettes
and wine in the car.

”Director Shi, you and Mr. Chen accompany the patient back to the ward. I gave the
doctor's order in the operating room“ Zhang Fan gave Shi Lei and Chen Qifa such a
show of face. Shi Lei admired Zhang Fan's life.

”You and director Shi go out and give me medical advice“ Chen Qifa now has to



worship Zhang Fan as a master. This kind of show of face insists on letting Zhang Fan
out. No way, Zhang Fan, Shi Lei and itinerant nurses pushed the operating car out of
the operating room.

”My treasure“ Sister-in-law Batu saw her son's pale face, wrapped in a tight thigh. He
grabbed the cart and began to cry. His brother also grabbed the car and burst into tears.

”Sister-in-law, Bayin has not been anesthetized and is still in a coma. Don't block the
car. Go to the ward first and put the liquid in“ Batura took his sister-in-law and said.

”Yes, go back to the ward first. The operation was very successful. After half a month,
you can go to the ground, isn't it Dr. Zhang“ Shi Lei helped Batura with the patient's
family.

Back to the ward, the nurses gave a sharp needle infusion. " Well, my sister-in-law
quietly accompanied bayinba and we went out to talk. Let Bayin have a good
rest“ Batu came out of the ward with a group of people. Shi Lei opened the director's
office. He was busy making tea for everyone. Zhang Fan asked for help and was
pulled down by Batu.

Batu didn't say anything about the operation. He smiled kindly and said to Zhang Fan,
"well, it's been three months. Are you still used to life? Come to me if you have any
requirements. You see, it's been several months. Other college students still come to
my office to chat from time to time. You haven't been here. We should not only work
hard, but also keep up with the leaders“

”Ah! I'm afraid you're busy. Besides, I don't seem to have anything to trouble you. I
didn't bother you“ Zhang Fanzhen didn't expect others to have this kind of operation,
and said at a loss.

”Dr. Zhang, at first glance, he is engaged in technology. Focus on your work,
otherwise your level can be so high“ Batutage was particularly grateful to Zhang Fan.
When 120 went to the valley and found that the snow blocked the road out of the
county, the desperate generation didn't want to try again.

”We, Dr. Zhang, are in the Department whether we get off work or not. We either read
books or help deal with patients. It's really excellent“ Shi Lei said while making tea.
After making tea, Shi Lei took out snow lotus cigarettes and prepared to smoke. As a
result, Batu took out Zhonghua and said, "you've worked hard today. Director Shi
quickly sat down for a while and smoked mine. Does Zhang Fan smoke“

Zhang Fan didn't smoke. As a result, the Department was full of old cigarette guns. Li
Hui sent one back to the dormitory from time to time. Although he didn't smoke, he
was smoking. " I smoke less. I just started to learn from several teachers“ Zhang Fan



said embarrassed.

”Ha ha, if you can't drink alcohol and smoke, life will be meaningless. Give me the
Kung Fu of speaking. Brother Batu's driver knocked on the door and came in. Two
carry two black bags.

”Take this one, Doctor Zhang, and this one, director smoky stone. The other one is for
Dr. Chen. We'll have dinner later. The seats have been reserved“ Brother Batu stood
up and said as he stuffed the cigarette to Zhang Fan and Shi Lei. He was the dean's
brother Zhang Fan. They were embarrassed to take it and refused. " Don't look at your
Dean. I'm still his brother. Even a cigarette is not a bribe“

”Take this. I not only did the operation well today, but also gave me face. I'll give you
a good toast in the evening“ Batu saw that Zhang Fan didn't accept it, so he spoke.
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